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EVERY Lp OPERATOR IS AN L2 OPERATOR

W. B. JOHNSON1 AND L. JONES

Abstract. If T is a bounded linear operator on Lp(p), 1 < p < oo, /i a

probability measure, then, after an appropriate change of density, T acts as

a bounded operator on Z^.

A change of density is a strictly positive element, g, of L,(¡u) which satisfies

fgdp= 1. Such a g induces an isometry <p = <p(g,p) from Lp(dp) onto

Lp(gdp) in an obvious way; namely,

The theorem mentioned in the abstract can now be stated formally.

Theorem 1. Let 1 < p < oo and suppose that T is a bounded linear operator

on Lp(dp) for some probability measure p. Then there is change of density g so

that <pT<p~x is a bounded linear operator on L2(gdp), where <p = <p(g,p) is the

isometry from Lp(dp) onto Lp(gdp) induced by g. That is, there is constant K

and a change of density g such that

f\g-l/pT(fgx/p)\2gdp < /Y2||7f/|/l2ír¿7M

for all f E Lp(gdp) n L2(gdp). The constant K = K(p) is independent of the

operator T.

In the case/7 = 1, a stronger version of Theorem 1 can be easily proved:

Proposition 1. Suppose that T is a bounded linear operator on Lx(dp), p a

probability measure, and a > 1. 77ie7i there is a change of density g so that

II<pT<p~x||L (gdll), the norm of yT<f>~x (where <p = <p(g, 1)) as an operator on

Lx(gdp), is less than ¿7||7"||LiW.

Proof of Proposition 1. (This is a simplification by H. P. Rosenthal of

the authors' original proof.) Assume, without loss of generality, that || T\\L ((//l)

= 1. Observe that if g is a change of density, and <p = <p(g, 1), then

IIwT<P~lIIL (gdp.) < û if and only if Tmaps the order interval [-g, g] = {/ G

Lx(gdp): l/l < |g| /t-a.e.} into the order interval [-ag, ag\.

Let |T| be the modulus of T. Recall that \T\ is a positive linear contraction

on Lx(dp) and

|771<|7]|il    forall/GL,(¿7u).
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Let

g=l+ |a-"|7]nl,

and set

g = lyfgdp)    g.

(Note that g E Lx(d¡i) because || \T\ || = 1 and a > 1.)

Suppose that 0 < / < g,f E Lx(gdn).
Then

17] / < 17] g   (since 17] is positive)

= f a-"+1|7]nl < ag.
n=l

Hence | T\ [0, g] Ç [0, ag], whence 7T - g, g] C [ - ag, ag].   D

To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it is enough, by duality, to consider

the case 2 < p < oo. A stronger result, which is just a fixed point version of a

theorem of Maurey's [3], is true.

Proposition 2. Suppose that T is a bounded linear operator from a subspace

Y of Lp(d¡i) into Lp(dfi), where p is a probability measure and 2 < p < oo.

Then there is a change of density g > 1/2 such that <pg<p~x (where <p =

<p(g,p)) is bounded as an operator from (<pY, || • ||¿ (gd¡t)) into L2(gd\¿). In fact,

\\<f>T<P\vY\\L¿gdrt < -^ll^llz,^) for some constant K = Kp independent of the

subspace Y and the operator T.

Proof. Maurey [3] proved that every operator from a subspace Y of Lp(d\¿)

into a Hilbert space induces a bounded linear operator from (tpY, \\ • \\L ígdlí))

into the Hilbert space, for some change of density g, and where <¡p = y(g,p).

If we restate Maurey's theorem for operators of the form

Y^Lp(dp) ^Lp(hdp) ^L2(hdp),

where h is a change of density, \p is the isometry <p(A, p), and i is the canonical

injection, we obtain:

There is a constant X = \p so that, given any operator T from any subspace Y

of Lp(d(i) into Lp(dp) and any change of density h, there is a change of density g

which satisfies, for every f E Y,

flTffh^-^dp < X2f\f\2g<*-»/pdv..

(Note that

flffg^odp =f\g-x/pf\2gdli =iM|i2(g,M)

where rp = <p(g,p).)
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Proposition 2 is just a fixed point version of this form of Maurey's theorem.

We show that, given an operator T from a subspace Y of Lp(dp) into Lp(dp),

there is a change of density g > 1/2 so that for every/ G Y,

f\Tf]2g<*-»/p dp < 2A2/|/fg<"-2)/' dp. (1)

This is, of course, almost trivial: Let g0 = 1, and, using Maurey's theorem

inductively on n, choose a change of density gn+x so that, for n = 0, 1, . . .,

f\Tf\2g^2)/pdp < X2f\f\2gjf-2^pdp

for every / G Y.

Now define g by

and set

gip-2Vp= 2 2—1gr2>/', (2)
n = 0

g = [fgdp\    g.
Note that the series in (2) is absolutely convergent in Lp^p_2)(dp) to a

function whose norm is at most one, so that g > 1 /2.

Finally, if / G Y, then

- OO .

f\Tf\2g<p-2Vpdp= S 2—xj\Tf\2gX>-»/pdp
n = 0

2 2-»-xX2f\f\2g(p+-x2V»dp < 2X2f\f\2g^-»/pdp,

n = 0

<

n = 0

which gives (1).   □

Remarks. (1) Proposition 2 is used in [2] to show that a complemented

subspace of Rosenthal's space Xp [4] which contains a complemented copy of

Xp is isomorphic to Xp. In fact, it was the possibility of such an application

which led to this note, and the condition "g > 1/2" in Proposition 2 appears

because it is used in [2].

(2) Theorem 1 has been generalized to the appropriate Banach lattice

setting; see §5 of [1] for this generalization and an application.

(3) Results of the type proved here can be derived for general measures p in

a purely formal way from the results as we have stated them. We leave the

formulations of the generalizations to the interested reader.
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